
 

  Brian Taylor (19/6/2022) 

 
     Summary/Minutes of EGC Committee Meeting, 14 June 2022. 
 
Present: Brian Taylor, Garry Gould, Ignacio Aguilar Sanchez (via webex), Vincent Regis, 
Anna Carmio (via webex), Reno Harbo Sorensen. Excused: Peter Behrmann, Helma Nollen. 
 
Agenda. 
1. Actions and matters arising from May meeting. 
2. Teams Day arrangements.  
3. Proposal for hole seven.  
4. Status website upgrade. 
5. AOB - Competitions, winners, presentations, prizes, reports. 
 
1. Review of action items and matters arising: 

1. Returning to WHS handicaps as discussed at the last meeting;- given a handicap is 
meant to provide ‘a level playing field’, (fair to yourself if too low, fair to others if too 
high) and recalling the adage that a player is responsible for his/her handicap, all  
members are strongly encouraged to submit their score cards for all rounds outside the 
formal club competitions via Proware (mobile or computer) or the mobile Golf.nl app. 

2. Emails sent to members via info@EGCgolf.nl, should be ‘signed’ by the sender or 
organizer and carry their email address for reply. 

 
2.  Teams Day arrangements. 

1. Supporters/Volunteers for the EGC activities are; Filippo Pinna, Joe Pereira, Clare 
Bingham, Ignacio Aguilar and Brian Taylor. GCN had been contacted by Brian to 
provide support but no response received yet. 

2. Anna has produced an excellent design for posters and flyers for display and hand-out.  
3. Activities will be restricted to the practice nets, chipping & putting practice areas. 

 
3.  Proposal for hole seven.. 

1. Following the visit of Alan Rijks and review of his suggestions, it was agreed to limit 
activities on hole 7 to the green. This follows anyway from the NGF rating exercise 
which identified the green as too small relative to hole length and a larger green would 
permit more pin positions. 

2. Funds from the SSCC are available to continue with course improvements in line with 
the long term plan as approved at previous AGMs and as exemplified by the new green 
of hole 9. 

3. Contact will be taken with the architect of hole 9 and with Hoek with respect to a new 
green 7 with a view to having the green playable early in summer 2023. 

 
4. Status website upgrade.  
 On going: Anna ran through the latest website updates which were well received. 
 
5. AOB.  

Clarification on competitions: The winner of a competition gets name engraved on the 
trophy at years end; the winner is presented with the trophy after the competition (as 
well as at the Presentation Tournament Dinner); prizes are organized at the discretion 
of the organizer; the organizer shall write a report for the website news.  

 


